DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

MARCH 2013

Dear Droners, here's the first update for this year, MARCH 2013 !
as usual some personal RECOMMENDATIONS & MAILORDER HIGHLIGHTS first:
So many great new albums, absolutey amazing we found: => poetic ambience by HUMAN GREED, masterful noise by JOHN WIESE, processed radio sounds by RICHARD GARET, improvised ritual ambience by 2:13
PM, poly-harmonic violin drones by RICHARD SKELTONS "CLOUWBECK", one ot the albums of the year filled with emotional drones by VOICE OF EYE & THOMAS DIMUZIO, Z'EV in collab with ex HATI member
DARIUSZ WOJTAS, a CYCLIC LAW birthday do-CD compilation, a dark droning 10" by MARTIENSGOHOME, first full album for drone-discovery "IA" , first "fabric pressed" CD for Russian ambient-masters EXIT IN GREY,
more rare CDrs from SEETYCA, and another drone discovery is SPHERULEUS (CDR on Japanese label), field recording bliss by JEREMIE MATHES and TARAB, two new tapes by VOLUNTARY WHORES, lovely 2nd
album by MENDEL KAELEN...
+ the main / maybe better known names / HIGHLIGHTS: more rare CDrs from ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE, new album by LEGENDARY PINK DOTS (lim. box version available), JULIA KENT's third album on both LP &
CD, DIRK SERRIES second studio solo album on CD & do-10", a new 7"vinyl only by TROUM, B/B/S (new project with AIDAN BAKER) on lim. LP & CD, new CDR by Swedish ghost-drone master MOLJEBKA PVLSE,
DVDs about PIERRE HENRY and ELIANE RADIGUE, the return of PROPERGOL, re-issues of two LUSTMORD-classics, a very lim. lathe-cut by ULTRA MILKMAIDS, and and and..
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot !
BEST DRONES !! BaraKa[H]

NR.
-

TITLE

1

2:13 PM - Anus Dei

2

ANDERSSON, PETER - Music for
Film and Exhibition

3

ARCANA - Emerald

4

ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE Drawing the Air

5

ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE Xixuau Xiparinia Pt. 1

FORMAT LABEL & CAT- YEAR?
NR
-

SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -

PRICE

MORE INFO WWW

€10,00

www.213records.com

213Records 213cd07

2012

newcomer from France doing dark gloomy / doomy ritualistic impro-ambience with
esoteric connotations, using analog electronics & animal sounds (?) and many
other vocal sources, low-fi & original.. think of AETHENOR, SYLVESTER
ANFANG, HALO MANASH, etc... recommended, to discover!! lim .150 copies,
silkscreen cover

do-CD &
DVD

Infinite Fog
Productions IF-19

2011

the complete "Music for Film & Exhibition I" (works 1999-2006, 151 min.) by the
RAISON D'ETRE mastermind plus a DVD with his film "Natura Fluxus" and some
bonuses (total time 83 min.)... lim. 400 luxus digibook design

€29,00

www.infinitefog.ru

maxi-CD

Cyclic Law - 45th
Cycle

2012

three track EP, orchestral / melancholic / neo classic bombast-wave at its best;
first material by the Swedish band after four years

€10,00

www.cycliclaw.com

CD-R

Tentacles of
Perception
Recordings 040

2007

a strange &surreal dance of field recording snippets & other short-timed noises &
drones, unique surrounding.... CD version of a 4-track installation that happened in
Ireland in 2007; prof. full colour cover, on A.M.T.s own label

€10,00

www.artificialmemorytrace.com

CD-R

Tentacles of
Perception
Recordings 044

2010

pure field recordings from flooded rainforest in Brazilian Amazon-region - first part;
rare release on AMTs own label, full colour cover

€10,00

www.artificialmemorytrace.com

€3,50

CD

6

BAD ALCHEMY - No. 75
(Dezember 2012)

mag

Bad Alchemy

2012

reviews & articles: DEAD CAN DANCE, FREAKSHOW ARTROCK FESTIVAL,
RUNE GRAMMOFON, MONOTYPE REC., UNSOUNDS, ATTENUATION
CIRCUIT, PSYCH.KG, EDITIONS MEGO,SCHHH...REC., SUB ROSA, and much
more from experimental, drone, post-industrial, impro & advanced jazz-scene..
Deutsche Sprach, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, günstig & geistreich !!

7

BODIN, LARS-GUNNAR - Winter
Nightfall

CD

Firework Edition
Records FER 1061

2006

five pieces (created 1990-2000) by the Swedish electro-acoustic composer,
perfect examples for music that happens only in the "present", when you can
never forecast what will happen in the next second..

1

€13,50

www.badalchemy.de

www.fireworkeditionrecords.com

8

BODUF SONGS - Internal Memo

9

BRANCA, GLENN - Symphony # 6:
Devil Choirs at the Gates of
Heaven

10 BRUME & TBC - House Unwillently
11 B/B/S - Brick Mask

12 B/B/S - Brick Mask

13 CELER - Perfectly beneath us

14

CHAUVEAU, SYLVAIN - The Black
Book of Capitalism

15 CHUBBY WOLF - The Darker Sex

16 CLEARED - same

CLOUWBECK (RICHARD
17
SKELTON) - Wolfrahm
18 CLUSTER - Zuckerzeit
19

CONTRASTATE / TIGER LILLIES Goodbye great nation

20

CURRENT 93 - Honeysuckle
Aeons

21 ENTRELACS - Underleaf

2012

rare 6 track 10" by this British one-man introspective folk / psychedelic / electronic
project; highly emotional & isolationistic... lim. 200

€12,00

www.morctapes.com

Atavistic ALP10

1993

re-issue of BRANCA's maybe most intense work (studio LP from 1989), feat.
PAGE HAMILTON (who got famous later with HELMET); intense conglomerations
of rhythms, wall of guitar drones, acoustic energy !! "the sound of the whoosh at
the core of creation / the UBERMUSIK of the spheres as terrible and gorgeous as
desire"

€14,00

www.atavistic.com

CD-R

Wachsender Prozess
WP 14

2005

CDR edition of the deleted LP from 2001 / full-colour 7"cover / BACK IN STOCK !

€8,00

CD

Miasmah MIACD022

2013

new project of AIDAN BAKER (NADJA), ERIK SKODVIN (SVARTE GREINER)
and ANDREA BELFI with first release; improvised dark drone jazz (guitar, drums,
percussion, electronics) that sounds rather out-composed

€15,00

www.miasmah.com

Miasmah MIALP022

2013

new project of AIDAN BAKER (NADJA), ERIK SKODVIN (SVARTE GREINER)
and ANDREA BELFI with first release; improvised dark drone jazz (guitar, drums,
percussion, electronics) that sounds rather out-composed; initial copies come with
bonus 7" - we have very few, ACT FAST IF INTERESTED!! full edition of the LP:
500 copies

€20,00

www.miasmah.com

Still*Sleep CDR22

2012

rare CDR-only release on the label of EXIT IN GREY & FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC;
new material recorded by WILL LONG summer of 2012 in Tokyo => extremely
smooth sensitivity-drones, like an acoustic breeze you can almost not recognize
anymore... 35 min. playtime, full colour cardboard cover

€9,00

CD

Type Records
TYPE025

2008

re-issue of his wonderful first album from 2000, a true masterpiece of melancholic
chamber / film music, lonely & nostalgic...perfect if you like RACHEL'S, MAX
RICHTER, LES FRAGMENTS DE LA NUIT or JOHANN JOHANNSSON

€13,00

7"

Low Point LP042

2011

overwhelming ambient waves, rough & emotional.. two low-fi drone jewels from the
archives of CELER-half DANIELLE BAQUET-LONG; lim. 250

LP

Immune Recordings
IMMUNE 014

2010

first album by the fabulous duo of STEVEN HESS & MICHAEL VALLERA =>
astonishing combination of experimental drum-playing & low-fi drones (using field
recordings, electronics, guitar), hypnotic & rhythmic... white vinyl, includes
postcard, lim. 500

€16,00

www.immunerecordings.net

€13,00

www.shiningday.pl

10"

CD

LP + 7"

CD-R

Morc Records MORC

€7,50

www.semperflorens.net

www.typerecords.com

www.low-point.com

CD

Shining Day SHINE
11

2009

behind CLOUWBECK we find RICHARD SKELTON (also active as A BROKEN
CONSORT), who spreads here beautifully poly-layered violin-drones, always
shifting & waving and building organic landscapes of metallic shining acoustics.. .
absolutely stunning & highly recommended if you like multi-layered droneharmonics as TROUM, VOICE OF EYE, CISFINITUM, ULTRA MILKMAIDS, etc..

LP + CD

Lilith Records LR333

2007

re-issue (original cover) of LP from 1974 (their third album), comes with bonus CD
of the same album

€18,50

maxi-CD

Black Rose
Recordings BRCD
96-1004

1996

we could get some absolutely last copies of this remarkable collaboration; 20 min
playtime

€10,00

LP

Coptic Cat NIFE 012V

2011

re-press now available, on white vinyl & with insert

€19,50

www.copticcat.com

CD

Semperflorens SF08

2012

re-issue of the one and only album (CD-R, 2002) by this project formed by
YANNICK DAUBY & MICHAEL NORTHAM, who also had a 7" in the Drone Rec.
series => magic concretism from whispering leaves & trees, interwoven with gong

€13,00

www.semperflorens.net

2

drones and metallic hissing.. very nice... comes in DVD-box, lim.

22 ESCHE & FANUM - Broen
23 EXIT IN GREY - Perception

24

FAGES, FERRAN - A cavall entre
dos cavalls

CD-R

Still*Sleep CDR21

2012

two Russian newcomers in collaboration - dedicated to Norwegian writer KNUT
HAMSUN - creating dreamworld-drones with many detail elements...

CD

Daphnia Records
PH12

2012

CD

Creative Sources
Recordings CS019CD

CD

Touch TONE 16

€9,00

www.semperflorens.net

first "real" (factory-pressed) CD-release by the established Russian drone-ambient
project, combining smooth field recording drones with harmonic guitar work other
effects, slowly waving and highly contemplative.. two long tracks

€12,00

www.semperflorens.net

2004

improviser & composer from Spain who works here with solo-guitar sounds only
(especially tuned), "a process where music allows harmony to circulate without
being dependent of itself"

€13,00

www.creativesourcesrec.com

2002

collection of recordings 1995-2002, incl. the rare & beautiful first 12" "Instruments"
(Mego 1995); BACK IN STOCK

€14,00

www.touchmusic.org.uk

€8,00

www.voluntarywhores.de

FENNESZ - Field Recordings
1995:2002
FIRST WE MUST DEAL WITH THE
LIGHT OF NATURE AND THEN
26 WITH DECENCY - Eating Cum is
safer than fucking Jesus in the
Ass
FLYING SAUCER ATTACK 27
Heartbeat / Complete

MC

Voluntary Whores
005

2013

right in time for the Pope-(s)election here comes an item full of heresy &
provocation => FIRST WE MUST.. is an Italian project doing harsh analog
feedback vocal drone & hate noise with some cynic found sounds added.. C-30,
lim. 50, oversized art-cover (21 x 21cm) , incl. a bag with used (?) con-dom &
golden mini 'holy host'; professionally duplicated & printed tape!!

LP

Weltraum Weltraum
Disk 03

2012

collection of rare material from 7"es, compilations, etc. by the legendary
psych/drone band from UK; lim. 500 silkscreen cover

28 FUNGI FROM YUGGOTH - same

MC

Diazepam dzp 09

2012

new experimental ambient noise project from Italy, between dark & drone fields &
harsher psychedelic noises, created with synths, guitar & processed feedback.
Comes in black cloth-bag, C-30, worth to discover !

29 GARET, RICHARD - Areal

CD

23five Inc. 016

2012

aether-ambient noises based on "electromagnetically disturbed" radio-sounds,
using special techniques (like motors) to influence the radio-signals; filed under:
mysterious radiation drones, highly recommended !

€13,00

www.23five.org

CD

Cold Blue Music
CB0031

2009

"In Praise of Pool Scholars" & "Crazy Cloud" - two new chamber music string
quartets (2 x violins, 1 x viola, 1 x cello) performed by 'Apartment House', a British
ensemble for New Music, showing PETER GARLANDS unparalleled composing
skills, harmonic, minimal & very focused...

€14,00

www.coldbluemusic.com

25

GARLAND, PETER - String
30
Quartets

€18,00
€6,00

http://dzpm.blogspot.com

31 GERRARD, LISA - The Mirror Pool

do-LP

Vinyl 180
VIN180LP021

2009

lim. vinyl-version of her masterful first solo album from 1995, feat. the genius
"Sanvean"; => the album that sounds like true DEAD CAN DANCE in their best
phase... re-mastered, gatefold-cover, for the first time on vinyl

€29,00

www.vinyl180.com

32 GODFLESH - Hymns

do-LP

Music on Vinyl
MOVLP732

2013

re-mastered 180 gr. re-issue of their 7th and last studio-album, comes with
unreleased bonus-track, numbered ed. 1000 copies on orange/yellow vinyl !

€26,00

www.musiconvinyl.com

2001

first album by LAURENT GRAPPE, an almost earplay-like "electro-acoustic tale",
using vocal material in Arabian language by ISABELLE BASSIL, developing more
and more into a very intense form of musique concrete, reminding on TAZARTES
vocal works... still to discover, special priced now !

€10,00

GRAPPE, LAURENT - La Luxe de
33
la Reflexion!

CD

Sonoris SON-32 /
Metamkine MKCD
YYY

GRUPPO DI IMPROVVISAZIONE
34 NUOVA CONSONANZA - Musica
Su Schemi

LP

Superior Viaduct SV
15

2013

re-issue of album from 1976 by the legendary Italian free-style Avantgarde/New
Music band (founded by FRANCO EVANGELISTI) who had members like ENNIO
MORRICONE, ROLAND KAYN & MARIO BERTONCINI

€22,00

HALGRATH - Arise of fallen
Conception

CD

Cold Meat Industry
CMI211

2012

female dark ambient newcomer from Russia, remarkable through her extensive
use of multi-layered vocals & various voice-sounds; "whispers, screams and prays
in foreign languages, as if spoken directly from her subconsious"

€14,50

35

3

www.coldmeat.se

HAMPSON, ROBERT & DEAD
36 VOICES ON AIR - The Blizzard
Ring
HENRY, PIERRE - The Art of
Sounds. Directed and written by
37
ERIC DARMON and FRANCK
MALLET

HUMAN GREED - Fortress
38
Longing

HUMAN QUENA ORCHESTRA 39
Natural History of Failure

7"

DVD

Tourette Records
Tourette 031 (DVOA
20th Anniversary
Series DVOA 04)

Ideale Audience
International
DVD9DS43

CD

Omnempathy OMIC2

LP

Handmade Birds HB004

2012

real collaboration material, each one completed one side; fourth release in the
DVOA-series on Tourette; lim. 350 luxus full colour cover

€10,00

2007

109 min. documentation about the great French co-inventor of Musique Concrete
showing his daily life at home, various concert-recordings, his history (with many
old photos & film documents) & while doing field recordings outside, feat. also the
radical "Veil of Orpheus" (1953, recorded in Paris 2003) and the film "Le Candidat"
(by GERALD BELKIN, from 1966) with PIERRE HENRY soundtrack... incl. 12
page booklet with texts, discography & biography.. Languages: English, French &
German !

€20,00

2011

fourth album by the project of MICHAEL BEGG - mesmerizing poetic & acoustic
ambience noir, feat. many guest-musicians as JULIA KENT or LAURA SHEERAN;
creating a very filmic & melancholic atmosphere, this is nightshade-music at its
best, like being lost in a dream, combining beautiful drones & poetry... still very
much to discover !

€14,50

2011

vinyl version of the third album by the amazing "apocalyptic industrial
metal/doom/drone" band, feat. contributions from diverse artists like JASON ZEH,
BRANDON NICKELL (AEMAE), DAVID GRAHAM (REQUIEM), etc.. lim. 250 only,
genius cover-artwork

€18,50

www.handmadebirds.com

2008

second album by the innovative Norwegians (one studio & one live-CD),
establishing a unique hypnotic blend of sound with very unusual instrumentation
(guitar, double-bass, banjo, tabla drum-machine, percussion, sarangi-box, etc.);
SPECIAL OFFER now !

€12,00

www.runegrammofon.com

€24,00

www.touretterecords.com

www.touretterecords.com

do-CD

Rune Grammofon
RCD 2079

HURTADO, MARC with VOMIR 41
2011

do-CD

Tourette Records
Tourette 030art

2012

ETANT DONNES fans attention - this is a collaboration of MARC HURTADO of
E.D. with ROMAIN PERROT aka VOMIR => static walls & blocks of noise in
endless repetition, with occasional voice-material added.. very powerful! this is the
special edition, lim. 100 with bonus CD !

42 IA - Cella

CD-R

Still*Sleep CDR20

2012

hyper-minimal drones of transcendence that evolve slowly like monolithic blocks,
heavenly waving... five long tracks.. first full album for this newcomer drone-project
from the U.S., definitely to discover for drone-heads...

€9,00

2011

one of the true collectors items in the "Mort Aux Vaches"-series is the recording by
DEUTSCH NEPAL & IN SLAUGHTER NATIVES from 1994 - the strong ISN tracks
are finally re-issued here, together with a collection of unreleased live-recordings,
spread on 3 CDs in an amazing "digi-book" on Russian label INFINITE FOG;
martial / neo-classic apocalyptic industrial at its best!

€29,00

www.infinitefog.ru

€13,00

www.mendelkaelen.com

40 HUNTSVILLE - Eco, Arches & Eras

43

IN SLAUGHTER NATIVES Insanity & Treatment

3 x CD

Infinite Fog
Productions IF-15

www.semperflorens.net

CD

Sineszi SZ001

2012

second album by this promising drone/experimental artists from NL, going in a
more 'musique concrete' direction, creating suspenseful tracks using sounds &
noises of an old Indian Harmonium (its wooden panels, metal pins, airwaves
coming from it, etc.), carefully processed and combined with additional
environmental sounds, somehow very intimate & microsounding.. discover the
heart of hearing!

45 KARINA ESP - Detachment

CD

Morc Records MORC
61

2012

very soft, suspended, floating acoustic ambience, using many lush guitar-sounds...
think of ULTRASOUND, etc.. after a long break a new album by this Londonbased atmospheric project..

€10,00

www.morctapes.com

46 KARKOWSKI, Z / ANTIMATTER -

CD

Auscultare Research

2005

masterpiece by ZBIGNIEW KARKOWSKI back in stock, a slowly evolving one-

€13,00

www.groundfault.net

44

KAELEN, MENDEL - The Tragedy
that drowned Itself

4

Khz

47 KENT, JULIA - Character

48 KENT, JULIA - Character

49

LEGENDARY PINK DOTS Chemical Playschool 15

LEGENDARY PINK DOTS 50 Chemical Playschool 15 (special
ed.)

aus021

LP & CD

Leaf BAY80LP

tracker going through pure drone- & noisefields without being static, similar to F.
LOPEZ or D. MENCHEs works.. second collab. between KARKOWSKI and
ANTIMATTER, still to discover

2013

third album by the high-class NYC-based cello-player (& member of ANTHONY &
THE JOHNSONS), with a mixture of deeply melancholic / neo-classic
compositions of a higher beauty, and more experimental cello-based tracks, with
additional drums, piano & other field / microsounds... very structured &
professionally performed, all instrumental, as a whole full of contemplation and sad
beauty... lim. vinyl version incl. CD version of the same album

€17,50

www.theleaflabel.com

€15,00

www.theleaflabel.com

CD

Leaf BAY80CD

2013

third album by the high-class NYC-based cello-player (& member of ANTHONY &
THE JOHNSONS), with a mixture of deeply melancholic / neo-classic
compositions of a higher beauty, and more experimental cello-based tracks, with
additional drums, piano & other field / microsounds... very structured &
professionally performed, all instrumental, as a whole full of contemplation and sad
beauty...

CD

Rustblade RBL037

2012

after more than 10 years NEW recordings for the mythical "Chemical Playschool"series; "Songs, labyrinths, and colours so vivid you'll never wash them out of your
mind"

€14,00

www.rustblade.com

2012

after more than 10 years NEW recordings for the mythical "Chemical Playschool"series; "Songs, labyrinths, and colours so vivid you'll never wash them out of your
mind" this is the SPECIAL. ed - lim. 299 copies with bonus DVD in box, with
postcard, sticker, & mushroom object

€32,00

www.rustblade.com

2012

first LP release by this Swedish composer (*1960), musician and builder of selfmade electronic instruments => almost uncategorizable fragmented electronics &
concrete "additions", a new language of sounds; 7 pieces created 2006-2012; on
STEPHEN O'MALLEYs new "serious music" label

€16,00

www.editionsmego.com

CD + DVD- Rustblade
box
RBL037BOX

51 LINDSTRÖM, MATS - Mig

LP

Ideologic Organ soma
006

52 LUSTMORD - Carbon / Core

CD

Ant-Zen ACT300

2013

re-issue of album from 2004, which marked a great return by "the" inventor of dark
ambient genre.. 5 tracks / 60 minutes

€13,50

www.ant-zen.com

LUSTMORD - The Place where the
black Stars hang

CD

Ant-Zen ACT301

2013

another re-issue by one of the crucial albums by LUSTMORD, released back in
1994 (with recordings from 1993) on Side Effects; "the album that defined the dark
ambient genre"

€13,50

www.ant-zen.com

54 MACHINEFABRIEK - Vergezichten

10"

Alien Transistor N 31

2013

two track 10" with dense rhythmic material in the typical refined
MACHINEFABRIEK-droneway, based on saxophon, voice & drumcomputersounds that are highly stretched & processed..

€10,00

www.alientransistor.de

53

55

MAGISCH THEATER
PRODUCTIONS - same

LP

Ultra Eczema 119

2012

early recordings (1983) from the pre-HYBRYDS project, taken from two long
forgotten MC-releases; comes with inserts of the original covers & booklet feat. "A
short history of the 1983 Belgian underground K7 scene"; lim. 250 copies

€20,00

www.ultraeczema.com

56

MARANHA, DAVID / FERRANDINI,
GABRIEL - A Fonte de Aretusa

LP

Mazagran MZ 002

2011

the droning & vibrating organ sounds from the OSSO EXOTICO-member merge
with the percussions of GABRIEL FERRANDINI, rec. live Nov. 2010

€17,50

www.mazagran.org

€12,00

€8,00

MARTIENSGOHOME - MGH plays
57
Ulver
58

MARTINIS, SOCRATES - On
Motion, Stasis and the Geometry

10"

Kalinka Vichy KV5

2010

performance group from Brussels being active since a long time, doing ultra-dark,
haunting & threatening ambience-noise, minimally reduced to its core.. slow bassy
waves & sparse object effects.. filed under: otherworldly ghost-drones; comes in
black sleeves with nice gloss-print

MC

Antifrost afro 2058

2012

discover the microworlds inside the macroworld - different levels of environmental
atmospheric noises, direct & rough... obscure & very abstract sounding MC (C-20)

5

www.antifrost.gr

of Desire

59 MATHES, JEREMIE - Efequen

by this true Greek experiMENTAList - ex HELICE PIED (DR-83) & NIXILX.NIJILX,
lim. 60 copies, professional cover & duplication (printed tapes)

2013

experimental field recording ambience based on material recorded on the island of
Lanzarote (ocean-sounds, nocturnal insects, swamps, etc..); fabric-pressed CD,
numbered ed. 200 copies; hazy, slowed down, rustling & hallucinogenic in a
relaxing way..

€14,00

www.unfathomless.net

€14,00

www.fireworkeditionrecords.com

www.brainwashed.com/kranky

CD

Unfathomless U15

MEIRINO, FRANCISCO &
60 MICHAEL ESPOSITO - Ghosts of
Case File 142

CD

Firework Edition
Records FER 1098

2012

filed under: paranormal noises! 'Electronic Voice Phenomena' (EVP) research by
ESPOSITO with recordings made bei MEIRINO at an ancient school of anatomy;
background noises & strange sounds plus repeated EVPs create an eerie
atmosphere, that is slowly intensified... 40+ min. one-tracker

61 MIRRORRING - Foreign Body

CD

Kranky KRANK162

2012

drones & tears! - project of LIZ HARRIS (GROUPER) with JESY FORTINO,
breathy songwriter-drone with oceanic & deeply melancholic undertones.. dark &
mesmerizing, simply wonderful ! Their first album..

€15,00

Isoramara hxwrk 0x03

2012

two long tracks (together 74+ minutes) of eerie ghost-drones, created without the
use of any instruments, the use more concrete background-noises reminds on
ORGANUM... great otherworldly drone-muzak again !

€9,00

www.moljebka.com

2012

solo-release by the VOLCANO THE BEAR-member presenting a fascinating piece
of rumbling & strange object sounds combined with heavy distortion drones and
more musical elements...; this is the re-edition of the sold out (one-sided) 7"
(without the special artwork), but now with bonus CDR (15 min.)! lim. 150

€7,00

www.lumberton-trading.com

2013

what a sensation & surprise - almost 22 years after the masterpiece "Loveless" the
NEW third album by MBV is out - this limited vinyl version (with bonus CD of the
same album) comes in a gatefold-cover and was recorded & mastered 100%
analogue (no digital procession)- so it sounds really different on vinyl !!

€30,00

www.mybloodyvalentine.org

2013

4th tape on this new German tape-label that gained 'cult'-status very fast =>
MYONDA is a 5-headed project with members from Belarus, Russia & Moldavia,
doing obscure collages & cut-up noise, at times almost experimental earplay-like,
at times more drone-noised based... very good! lim. 70, oversized art-cover
21x21cm, the tape itself is covered with glitter, incl. bag with red stars, all
professionally duplicated & printed !

€8,00

Onyxia ONYX007

2007

masterpiece by the Finnish Drone Records artist (DR-61) - seven tracks that show
a very developed form of drone-muzak (from soft ambiences to massive
monumental drones), using field recordings & melancholic piano parts, perfectlty
arranged and with subtle changes.. one of our all time faves, by all its versatility !!
BACK IN STOCK, STILL TO DISCOVER !!

€13,00

www.onyxia.org

62 MOLJEBKA PVLSE - Tunkal
MOTT, NICK - Almost entirely of
63
Nerves and Blood (2nd ed.)

64 MY BLOODY VALENTINE - m b v

65 MYNODA - Night Bathing

66 NO XIVIC - Yksityisyys

CD-R

Lumberton Trading
7" & CD-R
Company LUMB006

LP & CD

MC

CD

My Bloody Valentine
mbv01

Voluntary Whores
[8VOWHO004]

www.voluntarywhores.de

67

NURSE WITH WOUND - Man with a
Woman Face + Bonus Material

do-CD

ICR 69 / ICR 70

2008

re-issue of the deleted "lost" album from 2002 (United Dairies-release, just shortly
before World Serpent went bancrupt), plus bonus CD with outtakes, remixes &
demo-material of the same sessions! / BACK IN STOCK !

€17,50

www.icrdistribution.com

68

OLIVEROS, PAULINE - Primordial /
Lift

do-LP

Taiga Records TAIGA
22

2012

recording of the previously unreleased 2nd recording from "Primordial/Lift" from
Sept. 2010 (first version released as CD back in 1998); "a bizarre and surreal
sound work", lim. 500 - feat. special packaging & printing TAIGA is known for

€30,00

www.taigarecords.com

69

P-ORRIDGE, GENESIS & STAN
BINGO - What's History

LP

DAIS Records DAIS
036

2012

re-issue of old MC from 1981 (Nekrophile Records), lim. 500 with badges &
postcards, absolute last copies !

€26,00

www.daisrecords.com

CD

Tesco Org. TESCO
087

2012

after a long break a new album for the French industrial project, leaving the
apocyalyptic harsh noise behind to sculpture a mixture of orchestral / monumental

€14,50

www.tesco-germany.com

70 PROPERGOL - Paradise Land

6

drone ambience and experimental / industrial airplay using vocal samples, with a
rhythmic climax.. amazing..10 tracks, 70 min. playtime, oversized cardboard cover
with 3 large postcards

RADIGUE, ELIANE - L'ecoute
71 virtuose - a film by ANAIS
PROSAIC
RENALDO & THE LOAF - Play
72 Struve & Sneff (1979 Original) +
Bali Hai 2012
RICHTER, MAX - Elle s'appelait
Sarah - Bande Originale
RICHTER, MAX - La Vie sauvage
74
des Animaux domestique
73

2011

65 min documentation about the French pioneer of electronic drone-minimalism
(since 2001 she works with acoustic instruments), based on recordings made at
the "Spitalfields Summer Music Festival" in London, June 2011; feat. RHODRI
DAVIES, KASPER T. TOEPLITZ, KAFFE MATTHEWS, CHARLES CURTIS,
EMMANUEL HOLTERBACH, etc.. french & english

€16,00

Klanggalerie gg176

2013

re-issue of the very first album from 1979 by the "British Residents" (who had later
3 albums on Ralph Records) with a different/original mix (for the first time on CD),
plus a bonus CD with a so far unpublished recording of the one and only live-show
they ever played !!

€20,00

CD

JADE 6997269

2010

original soundtrack to the film "Elle s'appelait Sarah" (Her Name was Sarah) by
GILLES PAQUET-BRENNER

€14,50

CD

JADE 6997162

2010

original soundtrack to a film by DOMINIQUE GARING from 2009, recorded with
the Dresden Symphonic Orchestra

€14,50

€26,00

DVD

do-CD

La Huit

www.klanggalerie.com

75 SARDH - Bruth

do-LP

Mysyc 11

2012

the remarkable East German post-industrial performance-group (from Dresden,
active since 1987!) is back; very much 80's industrial influenced, this has been
compared with LAIBACH, NEUBAUTEN and YOUNG GODS... this is the lim.
vinyl-version (300 pieces) - comes in silkscreen cover with 2 inserts

76 SEETYCA - Demiourgos

CD-R

Mbira Records mbira
0086/66 mbnt

2012

ultra spacey cosmic bubbles, three long tracks of shifting electronic ambience...
rare homemade CDR-version with new material by the Drone Records artist from
Gotha, Germany..

€8,50

CD-R

Mbira Records mbira
0019/11 mbnt

2003

SEETYCA working on source material from NERTHUS => a truly isolationistic
journey into "alien cosmic ambience", surrealistic & bleak... rare homemade CDRversion with 5 tracks, almost 80 min. playtime

€8,50

2013

subtitled: "mounting among the waves, there's a light in vein, the burden of hope
across thousands of rivers" = 4 new long tracks of multi-layered guitar ambience &
drones, very refined, orchestral & beautiful; lim. vinyl version w. gatefold-cover &
CD of the same album; numbered edition (300 on black vinyl)

€27,50

www.tonefloat.com

€15,00

www.tonefloat.com

77

SEETYCA vs. NERTHUS - The dark
Design

SERRIES, DIRK - Microphonics
78
XXI-XXV

do-10" & CD Tonefloat lptf130

www.sardh.de

79

SERRIES, DIRK - Microphonics
XXI-XXV

CD

Tonefloat cdtf130

2013

subtitled: "mounting among the waves, there's a light in vein, the burden of hope
across thousands of rivers" = 4 new long tracks of multi-layered guitar ambience &
drones, very refined, orchestral & beautiful; comes in mini album gatefold-sleeve

80

SHIVER - The Light within has
turned into Darkness

MC

Diazepam dzp 08

2012

Italian industrial on a fresh MC & CDR label - slow noisy pulses & vocals in the
way of WOLF EYES, etc.. well done & to discover; C-20

€6,00

http://dzpm.blogspot.com

Fourth Dimension
Records FDS82

2012

poetic & spacious dark ambience Pop, with vocals by SION ORGON on the 1st
track, feat THIGHPAULSANDRA, SEB GOLDFINCH and PETER
CHRISTOPHERSON (!!) (COIL) on both tracks (for "manipulations, field
recordings and atmospheres"); great single crossing the border between ambience
& song-structure! lim. 250 copies

€8,00

www.fourth-dimension.net

Creation Records
88697 94895 2 //
Legacy 88697 94895
2

2012

the three studio albums "Just for a day", "Souvlaki" and "Pygmalion" (1991-1995)
in one set for special price!

81 SION ORGON - Into the Dark

SLOWDIVE - Original Album
82
Classics

7"

3 x CD

7

€16,00

www.legacyrecordings.com

SPHERULEUS - The late Surge of
83
Gold

84 TARAB - Shards of Splinters

THEME & JEAN-HERVE PERON &
85 ZSOLT SORES - Poison is (not)
the Word

CD-R

Analogpath
ANALOGPATH 007

2012

beautiful "Indian summer" drones, vey airy & acoustic, by this droney newcomer
from UK; a highly sensitive, wavy organic ambience is created... reminds on
STEVEN R. SMITH, AIDAN BAKER, ULTRA MILKMAIDS even.. lim. 100, Japan
import, to discover

€10,00

http://analogpath.com/main/

€13,00

www.semperflorens.net

www.lumberton-trading.com

CD

Semperflorens SF09

2012

new album by the excellent Australian field recording artist on Russians exciting
SEMPERFLORENS label - TARAB found many amazing sounds during a stay in
Estonia, from rough & reverberating object-recordings made in empty buildings to
more organic & microsounding nature trips, this opens a wide scope of surprising
& appealing acoustics... comes in DVD-box

mLP

Lumberton Trading
Company LUMB018

2012

studio collaborations by THEME (duo with ex SPLINTERED-members) with JEANHERVE PERON (singer of FAUST) and ZSOLT SORES; pure psychedelic
experimentalism, improvised & freaky... rec. Sept. 2011 in Budapest, lim 400

€15,00

86

THUJA / MY CAT IS AN ALIEN From the Earth to the Spheres # 2

CD

Very Friendly VF17

2005

re-issue of deleted LP, feat. a great 18min+ drone-piece by THUJA (the
improvisation ensemble feat. LOREN CHASSE), and very good material by Italian
"cosmo-experimental" duo MY CAT IS AN ALIEN, too.. last copies for better price

€10,00

87

TROUM - Aerugo/Gruoen (We
Dream in Colour: Green)

7"

Tourette Records
tourette 033

2013

fourth part in the "We Dream in Colour"-series, new extracts/hallucinations from
the Grote Mandrenke, lim. 300, olive green vinyl

€10,00

www.touretterecords.com

2013

two very long "experimental drone"-tracks full of whirring & psychedelic effects...
the French droners re-new themselves again & use new & unusual sounds,
exciting! lim./numbered 92 copies only; transparent lathe-cut vinyl, comes in Kraft
paper cover

€20,00

www.ant-zen.com

€6,50

€8,00

88 ULTRA MILKMAIDS - AMR

lathe-cut LP Ant-Zen act288

89

UNKNOWN SINGING OBJECTS Charming Man / Handsome Devil

7"

Unknown Singing
Objects

2012

obscure anonymous project from Hamburg (somehow linked to HÖRBAR e.V.
circles) with two VERY unusual low-fi acoustic "cover-versions" of these famous
SMITHS songs (mainly acoustic guitar & vocals, you won't recognize the known
melody) - perfect for lonely evenings in empty nightbars.. beautiful and a bit funny
at the same time..

90

UNKNOWN SINGING OBJECTS Die Folie / Brunzkees

7"

Albert Detzel Rec. No
27

2013

obscure anonymous project from Hamburg (somehow linked to HÖRBAR e.V.
circles), with two very bizarre collages formed out of found sounds & vocal
material, very nice... and the cover? don't ask... numbered ed. 160 copies

CD

Record Label
Records RLR-35

2012

collaboration recordings by our 'organic drone'-favourites VOICE OF EYE with San
Francisco based ambient noise composer & mastering guru THOMAS DIMUZIO
=> heavenly & abysmal transcendental drones, highly emotional & beautiful dark...
feat. the genius "ANDRASTHEA"

€13,00

www.voiceofeye.com

2012

a nice present to the fans of this Canadian label, definitely one of the TOP dark
ambient labels on the globe; feat. exclusive material from almost all of their acts
like SHRINE, ALLSEITS, AUN, KAMMARHEIT, DESIDERII MARGINIS,
NORTHAUNT, etc. etc.. top material only, one of the best dark ambient
compilations we ever listened to !

€14,00

www.cycliclaw.com

VOICE OF EYE & THOMAS
91 DIMUZIO - The Unveiling of
Darkness

92

V.A. - Cycles: Cyclic Law's 10th
Anniversary Label Sampler

93 V.A. - TEKNOIR

94

V.A. - Tensions at the Vanguard:
New Music from Peru (1948-1979)

do-CD

Cyclic Law - 50th
Cycle

do-CD

Hymen Records Y701

1999

crucial compilation which marked a kind of "manifesto of dark technoid music" for
the Ant-Zen sublabel, still sound great today: BLACK LUNG, ORPHX, IMMINENT
STARVATION, VROMB, SOMATIC RESPONSES, WINTERKÄLTE, ESPLENDOR
GEOMETRICO, SYNAPSCAPE, BEEFCAKE, MOTHER DESTRUCTION, etc. etc.
SPECIAL OFFER now !

do-CD

Pogus Productions
POGUS 21065-2

2012

amazing collection of early experimental / electronic music from Peru, you won't
know the names of these composers but this "wild" mixture of tape compositions,

8

€8,50

€18,50

www.hymen-records.com

www.pogus.com

electronic experiments & 'new music' in classical formations with acoustic
instruments; curated by LUIS ALVARADO, comes with 24p. booklet in Spain &
English; for explorers of exotic electronics !

95

V.A. - The Machine started to flow
into a Vein (Vol. 3)

96 WIESE, JOHN - Seven of Wands

97

WOJTAS, DARIUSZ & Z'EV - Pro
Pagan Da

CD

CD

Moontrix MTXCD006

PAN PAN22DL

2012

compilation made for a concert-evening that took place in Lithuania, Nov. 2012,
with: HAFLER TRIO, NURSE WITH WOUND, COLIN POTTER, ANDREW LILES,
DIMETH TRIP, SKELDOS, exclusive material only, last copies, lim. 300 only !

€14,00

www.moontrix.com

2012

JOHN WIESE's masterpiece so far - much less noisy than previous works, "Seven
of Wands" confronts you with a unique sounding "Geräuschmusik" full of droning
tension & fast changing details, complex & challenging and impossible to describe,
often based on object & instrumental source - excellent stuff! - comes with the
typical silk-screened PVC outer sleeve; 7 tracks, 60+ minutes

€14,00

www.pan-act.com

2012

ex HATI member DARIUSZ WOJTAS in collaboration with the master of the ritual
gong drones, Z'EV, who processes & mixes WOJTAS sounds based on Tibetan
Bowls, Drums, field recordings & effects.. the result are amorph clouds of metallic
& blustering noises, movements of mysterious droning sounds that are always
changing like natural processes, with no real beginning or ending.. great stuff,
undefinable ! comes in oversized art-cover, lim. 350 copies

€13,00

www.nefryt.serpent.pl

€15,00

www.instant-classic.om

€13,00

CD

Nefryt N 022

X-NAVI:ET - Soundtracks for the
98
dying Moments

LP

Instant Classic
CLASSIC001

2012

stunning first vinyl release for the HATI-half RAFAL IWANSKI - experimental
ambient/drone-muzak based on analogue electronics and small percussive
instruments like gongs, wind instruments and found objects.. comes w. gatefold
cover, lim.250

XENAKIS, IANNIS / LES
99 PERCUSSIONS DE STRASBOURG
- Pleiades

CD

Harmonia Mundi
HM57

1996

strong percussion piece in four parts, performed by 'Les Percussions de
Strasbourg', using vibraphones, marimbas, xylophones, etc... complex rhythms &
poly-rhythms

Danhuser Recordings
DR 05

2013

CD-EP with very minimal, contrasting / high-pitched synth & sinus-tone drones;
first maxi-CD in a new series of this Berlin-based label, comes with
handmade/stamped kraft paper cover

€5,00

Plague Recordings
plague034

2012

multimedia art duo from England who worked with the late COIL (contributions,
mastering), creating conceptual "old school" ambient electronics on a very high
level..

€10,00

100 Z1// - Drone Works # 1

101 ZK - Aethyr Jumpers

CD-R

CD

http://danhuser.wordpress.com

www.plaguerecordings.com

the END
(is just another beginning)
.....
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